WHEN CHILDREN CANNOT COME TO
EDUCATION, EDUCATION MUST GO TO THEM

HYBRID LEARNING - During COVID times

COVI - Learn

Kavitha’s Dream to be a Doctor
Kavitha’s dreams to be a Doctor are now
shattered. As a NEET aspirant from Sri
Ramana Maharishi Matriculation School,
Kaveriyampondi, she now cannot attend
school due to government’s COVID
restrictions. Her teacher Ravi says, “She is
studious but cannot join the online classes”.
Her father is a peasant farmer and he is now
jobless. He cannot afford to get her the
required online infrastructure. By enrolling to
COVI-Learn she will have the advantage of
connecting to her teachers and friends.

Rahul is fond of reading books and can be
found in the children’s library at Sundaram
Alagammal Nursery and Primary School. He is
considered a child prodigy at school but now
due to the lockdown imposed by the
government he cannot come to school. His
Principal Seethalakshmi want’s to surprise him
with a mobile library at his doorstep. As books
are his best friends and through COVI-Learn
his
desire to read books could very well be
fulfilled.

Rahul - a voracious reader

COVID-19 is robbing the children of their happiness and shattering their future dreams. They
cannot go to school due to the lock down, they miss their friends and teachers, their
psychological wellbeing is at stake. COVI-Learn is about reaching out to these children through
all possible means and thereby rehabilitating them. “IF CHILDREN CANNOT COME TO
EDUCATION, EDUCATION MUST GO TO THEM”. Through COVI-Learn’s Online
infrastructure, School on Wheels initiative and other Self Learning tools (Handheld devices,
Flinto boxes, Science kits etc.,) children will be able to bring their school home.
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Many village children in our schools do not have
access to internet and other related online
infrastructure to receive lessons. A survey reveals
that over 61% of high school students, 69% of
upper primary children and 55% of primary kids
are not connected to school through internet. A
sound online infrastructure would help them fulfil
their intellectual and psychological needs from the
safety of their homes.
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School on Wheels
School on Wheels in an initiative of
COVI-Learn to take school to the homes
of the children. Teachers visit villages
and lend mobile devices during class
hours, share lessons and handouts, run
doubt clearing sessions and run village
classes in small groups. School on
Wheels is equipped with a large monitor,
Wifi and a lending library.

Home Learning Kit
Home learning kit is specially designed to address the
age appropriate learning needs of children and kindle
their spirit of learning. The kit would contain a mobile
device for flipped learning, a folder with lessons and
worksheets, Activity books, a Science kit, a Flinto box,
Jolly phonic materials etc., depending on the age group.
Dear sponsors, this time we need your help to
keep learning despite the dire circumstances in
our communities.

